
One kit, all parts. Time saved.
Costs reduced. 
Maximise driving comfort with MEYLE-HD control arm kits for BMW and Mini

Worn suspension components affect driving comfort as

well as their adjacent components‘ functional reliability.

The result: Thumping suspension, impaired driving

comfort and safety deficits. We recommend that worn

control arms always be replaced in sets or pairs. And

that adjacent components be replaced along with the

control arms to remedy all problems at once and rule

out time-consuming and costly subsequent repairs.

As of now, MEYLE offers full-service control arm kits

in tried-and-tested HD quality, allowing for quick and

long-lasting repairs to professional standards. With the

new control arm kits – one for Mini and nine for BMW

models – MEYLE keeps expanding its range of highquality

spares designed to last. As an added extra, the

Mini control arm kit comes with pre-assembled mounts.

Each repair kit contains a full set of spare parts including

control arms, ball joints, stabiliser links, tie rods, control

arm mounts and the requisite mounting materials and/

or screw sets. The ball and support joints have been

technically enhanced over their OE equivalents and run

on MEYLE high-performance grease.

The following MEYLE-HD control arm kits are now available:

316 050 0070/HD to fit Mini
Short no. MCK0017HD

316 050 0101/HD to fit BMW 1, 3, X1
Short no. MCK0032HD
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4-year warranty on all  
MEYLE-HD control arm kits.



316 050 0103/HD to fit BMW 5 (E39)
Short no. MCK0033HD

316 050 0105/HD to fit BMW 7 (E65, E66)
Short no. MCK0035HD

316 050 0107/HD to fit BMW X3 (E83)
Short no. MCK0037HD

316 050 0104/HD to fit BMW 5 (E60, E61)
Short no. MCK0034HD

316 050 0106/HD to fit BMW X5 (E53)
Short no. MCK0036HD

316 050 0108/HD to fit BMW X5 (E70); BMW X6 (E71, E72)
Short no. MCK0038HD
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